Nonprofit Risk Management Center
2020 Affiliate Member Webinars
Risk-Informed Decision Making
(January 15, 2020 at 2pm Eastern)
One of the most important goals of risk management is to support risk-aware, or risk-informed decisionmaking. This webinar explores three ways to apply a risk lens to important decisions and decision-making
processes at your nonprofit.
Anything Could Happen: The Wild, Wild West of External Risks
(March 18, 2020 at 2pm Eastern)
Many nonprofit teams spend a great deal of time worrying about external risks—risks that are truly beyond
your control to influence or prevent. This webinar explores the wide world of external risks and offers tips and
strategies to build resilience and preparation.
All Aboard: Building Internal Support for Risk Management
(May 20, 2020 at 2pm Eastern)
Join NRMC to learn how to build and sustain support for risk management in your nonprofit. This webinar
explores some of the most common reasons for pushback and resistance, as well as proven techniques to
convert nay-sayers into yay-sayers
Practical Tips to Inspire Board Risk Leadership
(July 15, 2020 at 2pm Eastern)
The board of a nonprofit has ultimate legal and moral responsibility for the organization’s health and wellbeing. To protect an organization’s mission, reputation and assets, the board must provide thoughtful risk
oversight. Join NRMC for this webinar exploring how to inspire your board to embrace and live up to its
fiduciary roles, including responsibility for risk oversight.
Baking Risk Aware Thinking and Acting into Your Nonprofit’s Values and Culture
(September 16, 2020 at 2pm Eastern)
The expression “culture trumps strategy” definitely applies in nonprofits working to embed strong risk
management practices into their operations and planning processes. Join this webinar to learn how to sync
risk management practices with your nonprofit’s values and culture. Find out why syncing your approach to
risk management with cultural tenets is a recipe for sustainability and success.
Using “My Risk Assessment” to Jump Start Your Risk Management Program
(November 18, 2020 at 2pm Eastern)
A recent Enterprise Risk Management Benchmarking Survey revealed that despite the wealth of tools available
to support risk management programs, 63% of organizations continue to rely on basic office tools like MS
Excel and PowerPoint for their ERM program. Learn how NRMC’s web application, My Risk Assessment, can
supplement your use of basic tools. Learn how to use the crowdsourcing feature of the web app to identify
and rank top risks.

